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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with a rather unusual result that 
arises in the study of harmonic analysis on semisimple Lie groups. 
Suppose G is a locally compact unimodular group. Let f EL,(G) and 
h EL,(G), 1 < p < 2. By Young’s inequality ([JJ, p. 296) we know 
that J, 1 f(g,g-l) h(g)1 dg < a for almost all g, E G, and that if 
then f * h E L,.(G), l/r = l/p - l/2. However if G = S’L(2, R) or 
G = SL(2, C), then the following “LP convolution theorem” is valid: 
THEOREM, For each p, 1 < p < 2, there xists a constant A, such 
that Ilf *h II2 d A, llf II2 II hIIp for ali fEL,(G), hEL,(G). That is, 
convolution by an L,(G) function, 1 < p < 2, is a bounded operator 
on L,(G). 
The proof for G = SL(2, R) is in [6], for G = SL(2, C) in [9]. 
Our purpose here is to prove this theorem for G = SL(n, C), n > 2. 
The idea of the proof is to utilize the “analytic continuation of the 
principal series” ofSL(n, C) constructed by Kunze and Stein in [7j. 
Let us recall in rather loose terms what this means. The (non- 
degenerate) principal series of representations of G = SL(n, C) 
is parameterized (partially) b  n - 1 purely imaginary numbers 
it, ..., it,-, ; i.e. for each t i ,..., tnel ER, we have an irreducible 
unitary representation g --f R(g; it, ..., itnPl) of G on a (fixed) 
* This research waspartially supported by the Air Force under SAR/F-44620. 
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Hilbert space 2. It is possible toextend the definition of R from 
(iR)“-l toan open domain F in 0-l so that: 
(1) for each (si ,..., s+i) E F, the representationg -+ R(g; s1 ,..., s,-J 
is uniformly bounded, i.e. 
(2) R depends analytically on (si ,..., s,-~) E 3 in the sense that 
for each g E G, t, 7 E 2, the function 
(sl ,..., se-J - (IQ; Sl I..‘? Ll>5, d
is analytic onF. 
The uniform bounds A(s, ,..., s,-i) exhibit polynomial growth 
in the imaginary parts of the complex parameters si,..., sn-i .By 
utilizing Phragmen-Lindelof techniques, we shall show that these 
bounds can be sharpened considerably. We then obtain a kind of 
Hausdorlf-Young theorem for G by applying an operator-valued 
convexity heorem to the uniform bounds and the Plancherel formula 
for G. The Lp convolution theorem follows from that result by 
suitable analyticity arguments. 
If one compares the derivation (in [6J or [9]) of the Lp convolution 
theorem from the analytic continuation of the principal series with the 
above outline, one sees that the method is basically the same. The 
main difference (and new difficulty) is the dependence on n - 1 
rather than one complex variable. This necessitates the convexity 
(interpolation) th eorems proven in Sections 4 and 5. Theorem 3 in 
Section 4 is rather general in nature and quite likely of independent 
interest. Theorem 4 in Section 5, on the other hand, is tailored to
fit he situation that arises inthe case G = SL(n, C). Both of them are 
generalizations of the results proven in Sections 3 and 4 of [6]. 
The author is grateful toProfessor E.Stein for several interesting 
conversations  these and other matters relating torepresentations of 
semisimple Lie groups. Some of the results contained herein have 
been obtained independently by him and Professor R.Kunze. How- 
ever, as of this writing, none of these have been published. 
The paper is arranged as follows. InSection 2 we review the defi- 
nition of the principal series ofrepresentations of SL(n, C). We then 
describe in detail the analytic continuation of the principal series 
a la Kunze and Stein [7]. We proceed in Section 3 to strengthen the 
uniform bounds of the analytic continuation. The main tool that we 
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use (Lemma 3) is a natural generalization of the Phragmen-Lindelof 
type result found in ([9], Lemma 1). As we mentioned previously, 
Section 4 and Section 5 contain the interpolation theorems in several 
variables that we shall need. The origin of these results i of course the 
Riesz convexity heorem. Generalizations t  operator-valued f nctions 
depending analytically on a complex parameter are rather standard 
by now (see for example [6], Section 3 and Section 4 or [IO]). Here we 
carry these methods one step further-namely, todependence on 
several complex parameters. We define the operator-valued Fourier 
transform and prove a strong version of the Hausdorff-Young 
theorem in Section 6. We obtain our main result, he L, convolution 
theorem for G = SL(n, C), in Section 7. Finally in Section 8, we 
show that he Fourier transform extends to L,(G), 1 < p < 2, as an 
analytic operator-valued function on a suitable domain Sp in C?-l, 
and we deduce an analog of the Riemann-Lebesgue l mma on G. 
Notation. Unless specified otherwise G will denote the n x n 
complex unimodular group SL(n, C). The letter A, possibly with 
subscripts or arguments, hall denote aconstant-not necessarily the
same from one line to the next. 
A regular measure space (X, dp) shall consist of a locally compact 
HausdorfI space X and a regular Bore1 measure p on X. We denote by 
C,(X) and S,,(X) the continuous and simple functions ofcompact 
support on X, respectively. By a bounded subset of X we mean a 
measurable subset of a compact set in X. When X = G and g E G is 
generic, we will use dg to denote Haar measure. 
If Z is a separable Hilbert space, we use /3(s) for the Banach space 
of all bounded linear operators on &‘. In addition, let &8,(s), 
1 <p < cqbeth e B anach spaces of operators with finite pth norms: 
&(Z) = (2’ E /3(s) : 11 T I&p = trace (T*T)p/2 < a}. For the 
elementary properties of fifi , see ([6-J, Section 2). We note here that 
the norms are non-increasing as p -+ co and that for T E pp , S E & , 
l/y = l/p + l/q < 1, 
Let 9 be a function from a measure space (X, dp) to the space 
/l(Z). We say 9 is measurable if x + (F(x) 6,~) is p-measurable on
X for all 5, 7 E 2. If X has an analytic structure, w  say * is analytic 
if x - (s(x) 5,~) is analytic on X for all 8, 7 E &@. We shall also 
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denote by &(X, &), 1 < p < co, the Banach spaces of functions 
9 : X + p(Z) such that 
Again, see ([6], Section 2) for the elementary properties of&,(X, 2). 
Finally we shall use boldface to denote both variables and fixed 
vectors inr-dimensional complex linear space Cr, r > 1. For example, 
we shall consider analytic functions p)(z) = ~(zr ,..., x,) on 
I Re(zj)/ < 1,j = l,..., r 
and vectors 6 = (6, ..., S,), each Sj = 0 or 1. At times the vector 8
may occur in the same proof with a real number 6 > 0. The appro- 
priate meaning will be clear from the context as well as the notation. 
2. THE ANALYTIC CONTINUATION 
We single out some subgroups of the group G = SL(n, C): 
(i) U = U(n), th e subgroup of upper triangular unipotent matrices 
U = {u E G: ujk = 0, j > k, ujj = l}; 




C = {c E G: cjk = 0, j # k}; 
V(n), the subgroup of lower triangular unipotent matrices 
V = (v E G: wjk = 0, j< k, vjj = l}; 
S(n), the finite subgroup of G generated by the 11 - 1 
The Weyl group may be indentified with a quotient group of S. 
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Let X denote acontinuous character ofthe subgroup C. Then 
where sr ,..., s, are complex numbers and m, ,..., m, are integers. 
h is determined uniquely by either of the following specifications: 
(a) sl+sz+~~~-/-sn=O and O<m,+m,+--*+m,<n 
(b) s, = 0 and m, = 0. 
Kunze and Stein’s construction of the analytic continuation of the 
principal series [7] assumes the parameterization (a); Gelfand and 
Naimark’s computation of the Plancherel formula [3] assumes (b). 
Part of our task in this ection therefore isthe reconciliation of these 
two choices. Note that h is unitary precisely when Re (si) = 0, 
j = I,..., n  We denote the unitary characters by the letter A.We also 
define aspecial character p on C by 
p(~) = fi j cj p--2j+l), c E C. 
i=l 
Gelfand and Naimark have shown that (with the exception fa set 
of measure zero) every g E G can be uniquely written g = ucv, 
u E U, c E C, v E V. Let v E V, g E G and suppose vg is decomposable 
in this manner; say vg = U(V, g) * c(v, g) * g(v), U(V, g) E U, c(v, g) E C, 
g(u) E V. One sees easily that dg(v) = p(c(v, g)) dv. Moreover, to each 
continuous unitary character h of C, we can associate an irreducible 
unitary representation g + T(g, A) of G on the Hilbert space 
SF = L,(V): 
WY 4:m - WA if)) PVh gNf~~(~))* 
These constitute th (nondegenerate) principal series. 
Before proceeding, we quote one well-known result concerning 
these representations. The group S acts on A (in fact on all continuous 
characters) by ph(c) = h(p-“cp), p ES. Moreover, for each p E S and 
h E A, there xists a unitary operator A(p, A) such that 
&> 4 T(g, 4 = Tk,@) &, 4, g E G. (2-l) 
This expresses the invariance ofthe principal series under the action 
of the Weyl group. For proofs of these facts, the reader is referred 
to [3]. 
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Until further notice we assume the parameterization (a).Consider 
the complex hyperplane 
d = {(Sl ,..., sn)ECn:S1+S2+-*~+S~=0}. 
Let 0 < d < 1 and let B(d) denote the smallest convex set in 
the real hyperplane u1 + a** + uti = 0 which contains the points 
(0, -0, O,..., O), I 0 I < 4 and all permutations of these points. 
‘Next let 9(d) d enote the tube in 9 whose basis is B(d), that 
is Y(d) = ((sl ,..., slz) E 9, sj = aj + itj , (aI ,..., u,) E B(d), 
t, f .*- + t, = 0, but the tj’s arbitrary otherwise). 5(d) is an open 
convex subset of B. Denote 5 = Y(1). A function F defined on 
Y(d) (or on Y or 9) is called analytic fF is analytic asa function of 
$1 )...) s,-1 .Finally et/l* = those characters h = (m, ,..., m,; s1 ,..., s,J 
such that 0 < 2 mj < n and (sl ,.,., sn) EY. A function F on /l* is 
called analytic f, for each fixed (m, ,..., m,), F is analytic onY. 
We now summarize the results of([7]; Theorem 4, the corollary on 
page 172, and formula (9.9)) inthe following 
THEOREM 1. There exist representations g --+R(g, A) of G on. 
2 = L,(V) such that: 
(1) g -+ R(g, A) is a continuous representation of G on ~9 for each 
hGfl*; 
(2) when X E A, g --t R(g, A) is unitarily equivalent to he element of 
the principal series g + T(g, A); 
(3) for each $xed g E G, t, 7 E A?, the function h -+ (R(g, A) 4, 7) is 
analytic onA*; 
(4) there xists a function Kd , 0 < d < 1, bounded on any interval 
of the form 0 < d < d, < 1 such that: 
whenever h = (m, ,..., m %; s1 ,..., sn) E A* satis$es / Re (sj)l < d, 
1 < j < n. Here H(h) is the anatytic function 
H(A) = (1 + i j nzi II3 fi (3 - Q; 
j=l i=l 
(5) R(g,X) = R(g,pX)foraZZgEG,XEA*,pES; 
(6) if A’ denotes the contragredient character h’(c) = A(+), h E A*, 
then the representations R(g, A) and R(g, A) are contragredient on &‘; 
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(7) ifX' = phf or some nontrivial p E S, then g -+ R(g, A) is unitarily 
equivalent to a member of the complementary series. 
Remarks. (1) Let us recall very briefly how the proof goes. First 
we specify the subgroup G, = {g E G : gj,I --_ 0, 1 < j < n - 1). 
Then for X E A we define the residue ofh by res h = m, + *a* + m, , 
0 < res h < n. The following two points are crucial: 
(i) ifX,,X,EAandresh,=resh,, then the elements of the principal 
series T(g, A,) and T(g,X,) are unitarily equivalent when restricted o G,; 
(ii) the representations g -+ T(g, A), XE A, are irreducible on G,, .
It follows that for each h E A there xists a unique unitary operator 
W(X) on & such that: if R(g, A) = W(X) T(g, A) W(h)-l, then R(g, A) 
depends only on res h when g E G, . These representations c titute 
the so-called normalized principal series. One can then construct an
analytic ontinuation f the R(g, A). This procedure is rather 
involved-we mention only that it is facilitated by studying the 
intertwining operators A(p, A) (see (2.1)). We should indicate hat 
Kunze and Stein have investigated heoperators A(p, A) on arbitrary 
complex semisimple Lie groups [8]. 
(2) The author has also reconstructed heanalytic continuation 
of the principal series according to the general scheme of [6]. One 
obtains tronger uniform bounds by that method. Nevertheless, 
Theorem 1 part (4) and Lemma 3 (Section 3) will suffice for the 
results we desire in harmonic analysis. In addition, that method is 
deficient for another eason. Itemploys (in the proof) the precise form 
of the complementary series, an object unlikely tobe explicity available 
on more general groups, On the other hand, by the method of [7] one 
obtains the complementary series from the analytic continuation. 
This has led to the conjecture that all irreducible unitary representa- 
tions of complex semisimple Lie groups will arise from suitable 
analytic continuations f the (degenerate ndnondegenerate) principal 
series ([II], p. 580). 
Consider the character h = (m, ,..., m,; s1 ,..., sn) EA*. How do we 
translate from parameterization (a) to parameterization (b) ? Clearly, 
as a character, h also equals 
(m, - m, ,..., m,-, - m, , 0; s1 - s, ,..., snel - s, , 0). 
Therefore consider the map 
P : (ml ,..., m ; s1 ,..., s,) -+ [ml - m, ,..., m -, - m, ; s1 - s, ,..., %-I- sJ 
(2.2) 
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(In this ection we use curved parenthesis to indicate n variables and 
square ones to indicate r = n - 1 variables). For0 < d < 1, let 
9(d) = {h ,..., q.] :si = ui + iti ,/ uj 1 < d, tj ER, 1 <<i < r}. 
LEMMA 1. P is a 1 - 1 mapping of A* onto 2’ x a(n), where 
42(n) is some open set in CT’ containing SB(n/(n - 1)2). IfF is an analytic 
function A*, then F o P-l is analytic onl2 = z’ x .9(n/(n - 1)2). 
Proof. P is well-defined on all (m, ,..., m,; s1 ,,,., s,), 0 < C mj < n, 
(Sl ,***, s,,) E 9. It is easy to check that he map defined on z’ x C’ by 
[q1 ,..-, ql.;Xl ,..‘, XT]- (41 - q ,..., qr - q9 -q; 3 - +,..., 2, - 4% -4n) 
is an inverse for P. Therefore P is 1 - 1 onto z’ x C’, and P is 
clearly a homeomorphism. The integer part obviously covers z’, and 
P(Y) covers S@(n/(n - 1)2) because: P-l[al ,..., u,.] can be written as 
a sum of (n - 1)2 terms of the form (~j/~, -uj/n, O,..., 0) and permu- 
tations ofthese. To illustrate, wh nn = 3, 
((31 - o/3, 02 - o/3, --a/3) 
= 6[(4d3, -4d3, 0) + (4d3, 0, -4d3) + (-4’=,/3, 4$/3, 0) 
+ (@4%/3, -4%/3)1. 
The formula in the general case is analogous. Therefore 
P-l@(n/(n - 1)2)) C F a 9(n/(n - 1)2) C P(F). 
The last statement ofthe lemma follows trivially from the fact hat 
P-l is an analytic mapping of CT to B. 
Remarks. (1) If n > 3, n/(n - 1)2 < 1, while 2/(2 - 1)” = 2. 
Therefore we shall assume n > 3 in what follows. Infact, by altering 
P slightly, we can include the case n = 2. We find it more convenient 
to work with (2.2); and, since n = 2 is already handled in [9], we shall 
leave (2.2) as it is. 
(2) The set B(n/(n - 1)2) is clearly not the largest possible domain 
of definition f rthe analytic continuation; butit will suffice for our 
purposes. 
Henceforth parameterization (b) will always be assumed. By using 
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Lemma 1, we can translate Theorem 1 into this new setting. Since we 
need only conditions (l)-(4) inthis paper, we shall not bother with 
the last hree. 
THEOREM 1 a. There exist representations g ---t R(g, h) of G on S 
such that: 
hig) g --+ R(g, h) is a continuous representation of G on & for each 
(2ai when h E A N 2” x (iR)‘, g -+ R(g, h) is unitarily equivalent to 
a member of the principal series; 
(3a) for eachjxed g E G, c, 71 ESF, the function h + (R(g, h) [, 7) is 
analytic onL?; 
whenever h = [ml ,..., m, ; s1 ,..., sr] EQ satisfies 
j Re(sJ < d -=z n/(n - 1)2, 1 <j < r. 
Moreover, for fixed n, A(n, d) is bounded on intervals of the form 
0 < d < d, < n/(n - 1)“. 
Proof. (la)-(3 ) a are obvious from Theorem 1 and Lemma 1. We 
verify (4a). Let h = [m, ,..., m, ; s1 ,..., s,], mj E 2, si = uj + itj ,
1 ai j < n/(n - 1)2. Then 
P-lh = (m, - q ,,.., m, - q, -9; s1 - s/n ,..., s, - s/n, -s/n), 
~~sj=s,~~ml=nq+*,O~*in. 
The following are easily checked: 
(i) I--u/n] <max/ujj,Iuj - u/n / < max / Uj 1 * 2(n - 1)/n, 
(ii) I -q I < 1 + C I mj I, Imj - q I < 1 + I2 I mj I, 
(iii) I3 + S/n I < 4 + C I tj I< 4 II (1 + I tj I), 
I 3 - sj + S/n I< 5 + IZ I tj I < 5 II (1 + I tj I). 
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Putting these together with part (4) of Theorem 1 we obtain 
s”,p IIRcg, A)II~ G 4,d) (1 + i I mj I)’ fi (fi (1 + I 4 06j 
j=l k=l j=l 
< A@, 4 fi (1 + I mi I)” fi (1 + I 4 IVn. 
j=l j=l 
The last statement of (4a) follows from A(n, d) = A(n) Kncn-i~d,n . 
We close this ection with the Plancherel formula for G ([J], p.159). 
LetfE (L, n L,)(G) and R(f, A) = J R(g, h)f(g) dg, hE A. Then 
where C, = 2n(n-l)P/n! (257)(f+l)(n+2) and 
nl, = t, = 0. 
wkj(h) = [@k - mj)2 + @k - tj)2], (2.5 j 
3. IMPROVING THE UNIFORM BOUNDS 
In this ection we employ suitable analyticity arguments to sharpen 
the bounds in (2.3). 
LEMMA 2. Let q(s) be an analytic function fone compler variable 
on the closed strip jRe (s)l < r < 1. Suppose that 
I vW < W + I t Oca> t ER 
h>l,O,<~~,<l,c>O,andthat 
o:;pG, ida + it)1 G 41 + i t lYT tER. 
Then there xists a constant A,depending only on c, such that 
1 C,J(U + it)1 ,( Ak”(o)(l + 1t I)col(o), 0 < Iv1 <T, PER, 
and a(u) = (I ~7 j/~)(l - a) + 01. 
Proof. The case 01 = 0 is precisely ([9], Lemma 1). Recall that 
the proof is a slight modification of the classical PhragmCn-Lindelof 
theorem in a strip; and that A(c) < A(c’) if c < c’. 
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Assume 0 < (Y < 1. Define 0(s) = 2-CR/2~(~)/k(2 + s)cu, ananalytic 
function on 1 Re (s)i < T. Moreover 1 @(it)1 < 1 and 
sup 1 @(u i- it)1 :< FG(l 7 1 t I)c(l a), t E R. 
O:Ioli-7 
Applying the case 2 = 0 to the function @, we obtain 
1 @(u + it)\ < A(C) pa)‘ollT( 1 7. I t ‘)ChL)lOl/S o< 1c7 <7, t E R. 
Therefore 
j fp(u -t it)! :< A(c) WJ)(l + / t j)cl(O), o<; ’ u I % 7, tER. 
With this lemma we can now use an inductive t chnique to obtain 
the necessary esult in several variables. 
LEMMA 3. Let y(s) = v(sl ,..., sr) be an analytic function 
I Re (sj)l < T c I, j = l,..., Y. Suppose that Iq(it)I < 1, t E R’ and 
sup Iq(u +it)( < Kfi(l .-i (tj I)“, t -= (tl ,..., t,) ER’, (3-l) 
O<lO,l<T j-1 
K 2 1, t > 0. Then there exists a constant A, depending o ly on c and I, 
such that 
1 do), < AKrd” fi (1 + / tj I)crd’r, 0 < 1 Oj j < 7, tsR’ 
j-1 
and d = maxIGGr ) oj 1. 
PrOOf. Let Sj = itj ,j = 2 ,..., I be arbitrary but fixed. Define 
VU) = F& , it2 ,..., it,), an analytic function on 0 < I u1 ( < 7. 
Moreover j #l(itl)l < 1, and by (3.1) 
j #I(~1 + itA < K fi (1 + i tj I)‘. 
i-l 
By Lemma 2, with OL = 0, k L K n’j=, (1+ j tj I)“, we get 
That is 
1 &(ul + itI), < A,(C) K’“l”7 fi(1 $ I tj I)c’Ol”‘. 
j-1 
I ds1 , 4 ,*-*, it )1 < A,(c) KI-II’~ fi (1+ 1 tj I)eW’, 0 < I ul i d 7. (3.4 
i-l 
We may assume A,(c) > I. 
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Now let sr = u1 + it, / u1 j < T, and sj = itj ,j = 3 ,..., r be 
arbitrary butfixed. Define &(ss) = pl(sr , s2 , it, ..,, i&.)/A,(c), analytic 
on 0 < i (T$ i< T. By (3.2) 
and by the assumption (3.1) 
I #z(sz)l G K fi (1 
j=l 
We apply Lemma 1 with 01 =
result is: 
I $h2(s2)l < A(c) K%) fi (1 + 1 tj I)ca(Q 
j=l 
where a(0.J = (I u2 I/T)( 1 - I u1 I/T) + I al I/T. Hence 
1 q3(s1 , 2) it3 ,..., &)I< Aa KLl’Q fi (1 + 1 tj I)C,+Q, 
i=l 
0 d I Ul I , I 02 I d 7-e 
Continuing in this manner we get 
I ?+I ,***, ST)1 < A,(C) Krrcor) fi (1+ / tj I)col(°F)y 0 < I oj I < 7, 
j=l 
where ol(ur) = (1 up l/~)(l - OI’(IJ~~~)) + ( ‘(ur,_J and a’(~,-~) is the 
exponent obtained atthe (I - 1)st stage. A simple induction argument 
shows cy(uJ < (I ur 1 + *a* + 1 u7 1)/T; and the proof is completed 
once we note /ur / + .** + 1 U, 1 < rd, d = max 1 uj I. 
THEOREM 2. The uniform bound of Theorem la part (4a) may be 
strengthened as follows: for every E > 0, 
SOP 11 R(g, A)llz < A(n, 4 6) fi (1 + 1 mj ))3nzd(1+c) fJ (1 + I tj l)6nsd(1+t), 
i=l 
(3.3) 
h = (m, ,..., m,; s1 ,... ,s,)EG’,d= max/ujI <n/(n- 1)2. 
Proof. Let .$, 7 ES be arbitrary such that II 5I) < 1, II 77 II < 1, 
and let (ml ,..., m,) E Z’. Define 
944 = Wk, 4 6 171, h = (ml ,..., m, ; s1 ,..., s,), 
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an analytic function 9(n/(n - 1)2). Then 1 cp(it)l < 1 and by (2.3): 
whenever T < pi < n/(n - 1)2. 
Let s E 9(n/(n - I)“) and E > 0. Choose 7 and pi so that 
max 1 uj j < 7 < TV < n/(n - 1)2 and l/~ < (1 + l )(n - l)‘/rz. 
Applying Lemma 3 with c = 6n, we obtain 
) v(s)/ < A,L A(n, Tl) fi (1 + I mj /)3)'d" fi (1 + I tj lYnrd" 
j-1 i=l 
< A(% 4 4 ir (1 
+ , m, ))3n*d(l+r) i (1 + ) tj 1)6~~3d(l+-+ 
1=1 j=l 
Taking the supremum over all 4, 17 such that II 4II < 1, II 7II < 1, we 
get the result (3.3). 
The important advantage of (3.3) over (2.3) is that both exponents 
+ 0 as d = max ( aj ( -+ 0. 
4. A GENERAL INTERPOLATION THEOREM 
In order to carry out the necessary Fourier analysis onZ(n, C), we 
have to generalize the results of([I~J, Sections 3 and 4). First we 
recall some of this material. 
Let z = x + iy denote one complex variable. If 9 = !9(a, p) = 
(z E C : (Y < Re (2) < /3}, (Y < /?, we shall call a function q analytic 
on 9 if q~ is analytic (in the usual sense) in (Y < Re (a) < fl and 
continuous on CY < Re (z) < /3. We say rp is admissible on 9 if q is 
analytic on9 and 
a:& log Ip)(x tir)! == wa’Y’) 
where a < T/(/I - ) CYan d a in general depends on q~. Now let (M, dp) 
and (N, dv) be regular measure spaces. Suppose that for each 
z E B(a, p), i3, is a bilinear form on S,(M) x So(N). We say the 
collection {IIs :z E zB] is admissible if for each v E S,(M), 4 E S,(N), 
the function e(z) == B,(y, I/) is admissible on 9. 
Let us fix some notation. Let 0 < T < 1 and let p, , pi , q. , q1 be 
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indices, 1 < p, , qi < cg. Denote by q; the conjugate indices of the 
qi. Lety = (1 -7)a++Iand 
l/P = (1 - T) . UP0 + T . l/P,, l/q = (1 - d * l/q, + T * l/P, * 
Also let A, and A, be non-negative continuous functions ofy E R 
with 
log A,(y) = o(ea~q, a < 7r/(B - a). 
LEMMA 4. Assume {B,) is admissible on 539 and that 
I Bn+i?h #)I d 4l(Y)ll9, llPo II#IQ; 9
I 43+ir(% 99 d AI(Y P IIB1 II#II*; > 
for all v E S,,(M), z !% E S,(N). Then 
for all F E S,,(M), # E S,(N) and the following estimate holds for A,: 
log A, = 141 - 7, Y) 1% MB - 4 yl dy + s 47, y) log A,[@ -a) y] dy, 
where 
l/2 tan(?TT/2) sech2(ny/2) 
w(T’ ‘) = tan2(QTT/2) + tanh2(q/2) ’ o<T<l, PER. 
This result is stated in ([6], Lemma 8) and proven in ([IO], 
Theorem 1). We wish to generalize this lemma to bilinear forms that 
are indexed by several complex variables. 
Let z, = x + iy denote r complex variables z = (zr ,..., z,.) (see 
Section 1 for the notation convention). Suppose p)(z) = q(zr ,..., zr) 
is analytic in + < Re (zi) < &. , I < j < r, and continuous on 
aj < Re (xi) < & , 1 < j < r. Such a function y will be called 
analytic on %? = g,.(a, p)= {x EC’ : 0~~ < Re (zj) < pi}, cyi < & . 
DEFINITION. q is called admissible ona if q~ is analytic on9 and 
Again, let (M, dp) and (N, dv) be regular measure spaces and suppose 
that for each z E 9, B, is a bilinear form on S,,(M) x S,,(N). We call 
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the collection {B z: z E 9) admissible if 0(z) = B,(y, I/) is admissible 
for each p) E S,(M), 4 E S,(N). 
We now fix some notation for the general case. Let 7 = (pi ,..., T ), 
0 < 7j < 1 and let y = (I - T) a + +, i.e. yi = (1 - TV) cyj + T& , 
j = l,..., r  Denote by 2I = ‘U the set of 2’ elements consisting of 
(6 = & ,***, u each Sj = 0 or l}. If we let E = (1 - S) a + Sp, 
then ci = oij or flj according asSj = 0 or 1. Let p(6), q(S) be indices 
such that 1 < p(S), q(S) < co, and define 






for any < = (ii ,..., 5,) Ec’. Finally let A(S, y) be 2’ nonnegative 
continuous functions ofy E Rr such that 
log 4, Y) = 0 (exp (2 aj 1 yi I)), 
LEMMA 5. Let (B,) be admissible on 9. Suppose that for each 
SE% 
I h+d% #)I G 4% Y)II v Ilaw II #Ilaw 
for all cp E S,,(M), # E S,,(N). Then 
for all ye E S,,(M), ffr E S,,(N) and the following estimate holds for A,: 
log A,=c s fi 41 - TJ(~ - 9 + &pi , yJ log A(& (P -a) Y  dy. 
SE'N R' j=l 
(4.5) 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward induction argument using 
Lemma 4 and (4.1)-(4.4). We omit the details. 
Now for each z E 93 = SB,.(a, p), let T, be a linear transformation 
Tz : &,(M) -+ &o(N, =@), * a separable Hilbert space. So for each 
f E WW, T,(f) = J’z is a measurable operator-valued function 
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F, : N --t /3(Z). We call (T,) admissible if:(1) for each f E S,(M), 5
77 EX, the function t -+ (FZ(t) [,q) is 1 ocally integrable on N; and (2) 
for each bounded subset K of N, the function B(z) = SK (F,(t) ,71) dv(t) 
is admissible on9. 
We remark that the derivation f([6], Theorem 5) from ([q, 
Lemma 8) is independent of how many complex parameters are 
present. Indeed that proof (with trivial modifications) applied to 
Lemma 5 yields the following 
THEOREM 3. Let T, : S,(M) -+ ,!3,(N, 8) be linear and admissible 
on 9. Suppose 
II ~E+iY(f)ll*(S) G AP> Y)Ilflls6) 
for all S E ‘%, fE S,(M), y E R'. Then, for every fE S,(M) 
II ~Lf)ll, G Mf 112, 9 
with A, again given by (4.5). 
5. A SPECIAL INTERPOLATION THEOREM 
Suppose 9 = B,(a, p) and 9 is an 
function on3. 
DEFINITION. 9 is called admissible if
analytic operator-valued 
We now make an additional ssumption on a and 13; namely, we 
require that /3k - cyk # /Ii - aj for j # k. 
THEOREM 4. Let (M, dp) b e a regular measure space and T a linear 
map from S,,(M) to analytic operator-valued f nctions on 9. In 
addition, suppose 9 = Tf is admissible on 9 for each fE S,(M). Let 
so = (i&O,..., & O)E ‘8, t, = 0, r = n - 1 as usual, and suppose that 
for every fE S,(M): 
for all sE 2I, S # So, and 
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Here we require akj to be a nonnegative integer for 1 < j < k < rz, 
ai = alLi 3 0, and ckj < 0, 1 < j < k < n. Then we can conclude: 
where 1 < p < 2, l/p + 1 /q = 1, y = (1 - T) a + ~f3 and dkj = 
(1 - TUT) ckj + Torakj . The parameters T,, ER, T E R’ are determined by 
7or/2 = l/q, 0 < 70 < 1, and 7 = (1 - T,,)( 1 - So) + SOT, so that 
i 1 - 7o , Sjo = 0 
ri = I ,sjo = 1 ’ 
j=l r. 1.-e, 
TO 
Proof. We set up a situation in which we can employ Theorem 3. 
Let N = R’ and dv(t) = nick (1 + / t, - tj l)2(akj-ckj) dt, t, = 0. 
Forf E S,(M) and F = Tf, set 
Fz(t) = %F(z f it) n (1 + / t, - tj l)Ck+kf 
j<k 
x [(Zk - CkO) - (Zj - cj”) + i(tk - tj)p, (5.5) 
z = (21 )‘.., zr) E 9, 2, = En0 = 0. 
Then T, : f---t F, is a linear map from S,(M) to /?,,(N, X). Since 
ski EZ+, k # n, the factor nlGj<k<fi in (5.5) is an analytic function 
of z E C’. In addition, aj> 0 and xj - cjo # 0 for q < xj < & 3 
we may choose asingle-valued analytic branch of [ -(zi - cjo) - it$Q, 
1 < j < r. Therefore, F (t) is analytic on9. 
Now we estimate he growth of 11 F,(t)ll, . Indeed for z E 9, t E R’, 
we have 
I~FZ(t)l~, = I/ F(x + i(y + t))lla f  (1 + / tk - tj I)ck’-ak’ 
j<k 
x 1(x, - E&O) - (%j - l j”) + i(yk - yj +t, -tj)laki 
G da, P)ll gb + i(y + t)>lL 
x jFk (l + / tk - h I)cLi (l + / yk - yj i)““‘. (5.6) 
Hence, using (5.1), 
log 11 Fz(t)llm < log A(a, a) + c Lckj loid1 + / tk - $ 1) 
j<k 
+ akj log(l + I yk -yj I)] + 0 (exp (C ail ri+ 4 I)). (5.7) 
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It follows from (5.5) and (5.7) that (T,} is an admissible family. 
Furthermore, substituting x = Q in (5.6) and using (5.2), we obtain 
llFE+&)Ilm < A(=, P) n (1 + I Yk -3 + tk - 4 IP (1 + I tk - 4 l)““j 
jik 
x (l + 1 yk --Yi i)ak’Adflil 
since -cki > 0. Therefore 
II Fe+, I/m G 46, Y)llf Ill 
with A($ y) = A(a, p) As nick (1 + 1 yk - yj Ip+hi, 6 E ‘91, 5 # So. 
We also get from (5.3) that 
[lF,O+, 11;= j 11 fl+’ + i(y + t))ll; n (1 + 1 t, - tj I)z(crj-akj) 
jik 
x / yk - yj + t, - tj /2aki dv(t) 
= 
I 
II F’(‘O + i(Y + t))IIi n i(yk + tk) - (J’j + tj)Izakj dt 
j<k 
G A,2 Ilfll; . 
But q(S) = co, S f So and q(6O) = 2. Therefore the right side of 
(4.3) is
l/2 fi [(l - ‘j)( 1 - S,“) + Sj”Tj] = 1/2T07 = I/q. 
j=l 
Since l/p(S) + l/q(S) = 1, all SE PI, the right side of (4.2) is l/p. 
We can now apply Theorem 3 to conclude: ]I F, /IQ < AJifll,, 
f~ S,(M), with A, determined by(4.5). That is 
I/ F(y + it)lC JJ (1 + / t, - tj (y(ckj-akj) 
jik 
. I(,% - cz) - (yj - ci”) + i(tk - tj)l ‘w d”(t)) lip < &If II, , (5.8) 
yTL = E,O = 0. But rj - q” = -j-(1 - T~)(& - ai), 1 < j < r. Since 
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Bk - elk # & - aj , j # k, the real part of the term inside the 
absolute value is nonzero. Hence we infer from (5.8) that: 
f E S,(M). It suffices to note finally that qckj + 2(arci - ckj) =
q’kj f qTO’(ukj - kj c ) = qdkj . Q.E.D. 
Remark. From the proof we see that the constant A in (5.4) has 
the following form: A = A@, a, @)A, where A, is given by (4.5) and 
4, Y) = A(a, P) Ai n (1 + I yk - yj I)ak+kj, SE%, 6 # so 
iik 
A(60, y) = A, . 
6. A HAUSDORFF-YOUNG THEOREM FOR SL(n, C) 
Let G be the set of equivalence lasses of irreducible unitary 
representations of G = SL(n, C). The Fourier transform ofa function 
f E L,(G) is usually defined to be the operator-valued function 
F(h) = Jo &f(g) dg, h E G. But it follows from the Plancherel formula 
(2.4) that only the nondegenerate principal series occurs with nonzero 
measure. In particular, the degenerate principal series, complementary 
series, degenerate complementary series, and any other exotic repre- 
sentations of G lurking inthe wings awaiting discovery1 do not appear 
in the support of the Plancherel measure. Therefore we shall consider 
the Fourier transform off E&(G) to be the operator-valued function 
By the uniform boundedness of R(g, h), hE &?, we can extend the 
definition of .Y to X E a. Claim: p is actually ananalytic operator- 
valued function of h E 52. It suffices to show that h-+ (F(h) E, v), 5, 
r) Eti, is analytic locally, say on polydiscs. But for fixed s1 ,..., Sj-1, 
sj+l 9***9 % *we can use Morera’s theorem to show that 9 is analytic as
a function fss (see [9], Section 3). The analyticity in all variables then 
follows by Hartog’s theorem ([5], p. 28). 
1 Added in Proof. Stein, Ann. of AI&z., 86, pp. 461-490, has found some. 
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THEOREM 5. Let 1 < p -: 2, 1 !‘p + l/q = 1, and 70 = (2/q)‘/‘, 
0 < 7” < 1. Let h = (m, ,..., m,; s1 ,..., s,) EQ, m, 3 t, .= 0, and 
u,, = (1 - (2/q)‘/‘) n/(n - l)2. Suppose 1 u5 1 < u0 , j = l,..., Y and 
that IUj; # ‘UJ,,, 1 <j < k < n. Then for every S > 0, there xist 
constants A@, p, o, 6) such that 
(1 j, .9(X) I”, fi(1 -’ ; tj i)l-‘“-* dtjl” < A(n,p, a, 6) h (1 $ i mj l)“I;jliD 
,=I j=l 
(6.1) 
for all fE S,(G). Here r = n - 1 
CL -.-- 6n2 d[ 1 - (1 - T,,)‘]:( 1 - TJ -. l/2( 1 - T$ (6.2) 
Y = 6n3 d( 1 - T~‘);( 1 -TV), (6.3) 
undd : maXIGjG, Iui I < uo. 
Proof. We set up a situation towhich Theorem 4 is applicable. 
We are given p, 1 < p C 2, so T,, is determined by l/p = 1 - 7,,r/2 
or 1 /q = ~~;,!2,0 < 70 <: 1. We are also given a= (ul ,..., u,) satisfying 
d = max I uj I < u0 and I uk / # / uj I, 1 <j<k<n. Let 
p = o/( 1-- 7”). Then max I pj / = d/(1 - u,,), iPjI f IPkI, 
1 < j .-r: k < n, and 
! pi I = ; cJj :(I - TV) CC n/(n - 1)2, j = I,..., r  
Next define 
Clearly pj - aj = ! fj I # I pk I = /I& - ak, j -# k. We also choose 
SjO = !‘t Uj < 0 
!O, Uj > 0 
so that cjo = (1 - Sjo) aj + Sjo/Ij = 0 for all j. 
NOW for any l , 0 < E < 1, let c = 6n3d(l + E)/( 1 - TV) and 
define 
\ 0, 





It follows from (3.3), using m = (m, ,..., mr) and pLo = 3n2d/(l - ~a), 
that 
< A(n, d/(1 - TO), c, fi (1 +I mj I)uo(ltr) llflll (6.4) 
J=l 
for f E S,,(G) and B # 8. 
Next we obtain an estimate for & = 0 from the Plancherel formula 
(2.4). The following inequalities are obvious from (2.5): 
i 
I t, - 4 12, l<j<k<n 
wkj(4 > I 4 I29 l<j<k=n, mj=O 
(1 + I mj I)1 tj /, 1 d j < k = n, mj # 0. 
Therefore if we let 
I 
1, l<j<k<n 
akj = 1, 1 <j<k=n, mj=O 
l/2, 1 < j < k = n, mi # 0, 
we obtain from (2.4): 
(s 1 
l/2 
/I F(m, go + it)ll~ n 1 tk - tj lze*j dt d ,4(n) fi (1 + I mj I)-“” llfl12 - 
j<k j=l 
(6.5) 
We apply Theorem 4 to (6.4) and (6.9, taking M = G, dp = Haar 
measure on G. The result is: for f E S,(G) 
// cF(y + it)llt 11 (1 + / tk - tj I)adk’ dt “’ 
1 
< A llfll, 9 (6.6) 
i<k 
where dkj = (1 - TV?) cki + 70rakj , Y = (1 -T)a + M, 
T = (1 - To)( 1 - SO) + s%o , and the constant A remains to be 
estimated. 
(1) ‘yj = (1 - Tj) aj + ,,pj = j:yp; ‘A pj ’ 
3 T 
2 ; ; = 
3 
(1 - 70) pi = U~ , that is y = CL 
(2) 4cj 2 I 2’: 
1 <j<k<n 
2~o - (1 - 7or) c, 1 <j < k = n. 
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Hence qd,j >, 0, 1 < j < k < TZ and 
qdj = qdsj = 1 - 969 d(1 - ~,,~)(l + ~)/(l - TJ 
>l-qv--6 
so long as E < 6/qv. 
(3) By the remark following Theorem 4, A = A(p, a, a) A,; here 
A(p, a, p) depends on n, p, and a, and A, is given by (4.5) with 
As = A(?l, p,0, c) fi (1 + j t?lj I)po(l+r) s # so 
j=l 
A, = A(n) fi (1 + I mj I)-“‘“. 
j=l 
it follows that 
log A, = O(1) + log fi (1 + 1 mi I)Uu(l+s) 
j=l 
+ log fi (1 + j mj ()-1/2 J* fi w[(l - r&l - 8,“) + SjVj ,yi] dy 
i=l j=l 
= 0( 1) + A, log fi (1 + 1 mj j)rro(1+3 + A, log fi (1 + j mj \)-1’2, 
j=l j=l 
where the constant O(1) depends on n, p, u, and 6, but not on m or f- 
But (1 - TJ( 1 - 8,“) + 6tTj = T,, and J w(T,, , rj) dyj = 1 - To , 
j = l,..., r; therefore A, = (1 - ~,,)r. Since A, + A, = 1, we must 
have A, = 1 - (1 - T$ and 
A = Jqn,p, -, 8) fi (1 + , mj J)u,(l+.)[1--(1--70)~l-(1-70)r12 
j=l 
From (6.6) and (l)-(3) above, we get the result (6.1). 
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COROLLARY. Let 1 < p < 2, 1 /p + l/q = 1. Then there xists 
ui > 0 such that 
whenever 0 < 1 uj 1 < u,, j = l,..., r and 1 oi 1 # ak , j # k. 
Proof. From (6.1) we see that CT; must satisfy three requirements. 
First 06 must be small enough ( CJ~ < oO) so that Theorem 5 is valid. 
Next cr,‘, must satisfy 1 - q6n3ai(l - ~,,~)/(l - T,,) > 0. Then for 
any 0 = (ul ,..., u?) such that 0 < /cr/ <ui, 1 <j<r, we can 
select 6 > 0 so that 1 - 41: - S > 0 (see (6.3)). Finally we require 
that 6n2uJ1 - (1 - T,$]/( 1 - T,,) < l/2(1 - T,$‘. Then for 
rJ == ( Ul )..., a,), 0 < 1 uj I < u; , 1 <j ,<r,wehavep <O,pgiven 
by (6.2). Q.E.D. 
7. THE Lp CONVOLUTION THEOREM 
We now prove our main result: convolution byan L,(G) function, 
1 < p < 2, is a bounded operator nL,(G). Recall that he analyticity 
result ([6], Lemma 26) or ([9], L emma 3) plays a crucial role in the 
proof of the L, convolution theorem for SL(2, R) and SL(2, C). We 
first generalize that result. 
LEMMA 6. Let r,~(z) = ~(2~ ,..., xr) be an analytic function in an 
open region containing 9 = a,.(~, p). Suppose that for some K > 1 
andc > 0, 
Let E = ( 1 - S) a + SP, s E W’ and suppose that for some q > 1, 
s I de + iY)lQdY < 1, all S E 2L R’ 
Then for 01~ < yi -=c & , j = l,..., r, we have 
where Aj = c,[(yj - ai)-‘/* + (& - r&l/q], c1 an absolute constant 
(i.e. independent of y, K or c). 
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Proof. For r = 1, th is follows from ([6J, Lemma 26). Suppose 
T > 1; we give aproof by induction. Assume the result for all dimen- 
sions < r. Choose a,, = 0 and let p = p’, i.e. l/p + l/q = 1, 
1 <p < co. Let 0~ C,,(R) b e 
Define 
arbitrary such that JR 1 8 jP < 1. 
(In this proof we use primes, e.g. z’ = x’ + iy’, to denote Y- 1 
variables.) Then @ is analytic n an open region containing 
aj <& < & , j = I,..., r - 1 and 
r-1 
a,u&B, I @(x’ + iY’)l G 4 JJ (1 + I% I>“> 
1<j<r-1 
5-l 
since Bhas compact support. 
Next let #E C,,(R’-I) be arbitrary such that JRcl (# (P < 1. We 
compute 
If *Cc’ + ;Y’> $(Y’) dy’ 1= / jj d E’ +;Y’, ar+;rr> @Y,) $4~‘) 4, dy’ 1
< 1, for any 6’ 13 2P1. 




“y-J I @(Y’ + iY’)l < n A, = Jr - 1); 
j=l 
Since 8is arbitrary, we conclude 
"y-J j I V(Y' + iY'9 a,. + ~yr)l” dy,< 4~ - I)*. (7.1) 
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By a similar gument with 8, = 1, we get 
y,p jI P(Y’ + iy’, P, + irr>l” dyr < 4~ - ljq. (7.2) 
Finally let y’ E R’-l be arbitrary but fixed. Define Y(q) = 
(l/A@ - 1)) V(Y’ + iy’, 4. y is analytic nan open region containing 
s < Re(4 < A , and 
since y’ is fixed. By (7.1) and (7.2) 
Applying the one-dimensional c se, we obtain 
But A, is independent ofy’, therefore 
SUP IdY ++)I < fi Aj. 
YGR’ i=l 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. Let 1 < p c 2. Then for every f E S,,(G) 
II ~Gw G 4%PNf1lzl 2 XEA. 
A(n, p) depends only on the parameter p and the dimension n of the 
complex semisimple Li group G = SL(n, C). 
Proof. The case p = 1 is trivial (since R(g, h), hE LI, is unitary). 
Suppose1 <p<2,l/p+l/q=l.N ormalize byassuming II filP = 1. 
Consider 0; of the corollary in Section 6. Choose pr ,..., pr such that 
O<pl<pz<.**<pr<ai. For SEIU=‘W, denote p(S)= 
(zkP1 ,.*-, ItPA, where we choose +pi if Sj = 0, -pj if aj = 1. By 
that corollary 
s It Wm, PW + W; dt < &, P, 1-49)~ < 4, PY, 6 E ?I. 
There are only 2’ possibilities for S and we consider p1 ,..., pr fixed 
throughout the remainder of the proof. 
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Let .$, q E 2, I/ 511 < 1, 11 q11 < 1. If we define y,(s) = 
P(m, s> 5, v)lA(n, P), then 
I &)I d II S(m, s)ll&+, p) < II fl(m, s)llq/A(n, $4. 
Hence 
s I d@) + W” dt d 1, 
8E2l. 
Moreover q is analytic nan open region containing -pi < Re(sj) < 
pi ,j = I,..., r; and by (2.3) 
SUP 
b,l<lPjl 
I94dl \< K fi (1 + I4 I)“, 
j=l 
K = A(n, u,J I-l;=, (1+ 1 mi 1)” llfljr , c= 6n. Note K depends on 
m and f, but by Lemma 6, that is immaterial. Indeed Lemma 6 z- 
Aj = A( -ps ,0, pj ,q) = A(q). Taking the supremum over all 5, r 
of norm < 1, we obtain 
spp II sh, W, < A@, P) 4) = Ah P). (7.3). 
Dropping the normalization IIf/], = 1 and noting that he right side 
of (7.3) is independent ofm, we get 
II ~U)l!m G Ah Mfll, AEA, f E So(G)- 
The LP convolution theorem for G = SL(n, C) follows easily. 
THEOREM 6. For each p, 1 < p < 2, there exists a constant 
A(n, p) such that 
llf *h l/z G &,I’MI, II h112, (7.4) 
for all fE L,(G), hE L,(G). 
Proof, Of course it suffices toprove (7.4) for a dense class of 
functions, so assume f, hE 5’,(G). Denote R(f, A) = SR(g, h)f(g) dg 
and R(h, A) = J R(g, A) h(g) dg, X E A. If K = f * h is defined by 
(l.l), then 
W, 4 = j- Wg, 4 &d dg = W, 4 W, 4, X-ELI. 
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By (1.2) and Lemma 7 
II w, 4l2 < II w, 4112 II wh 4llc.x 
< 4% PII Kf, 4112 II hIIP 9 l<p<2. 
Computing the L, norms of k and f via the Plancherel formula (2.4), 
we obtain 
Q.E.D. 
8. A RIEMANN-LEBESGUE LEMMA FOR SL(n, C) 
In this ection we obtain the analog of ([9], Theorem 6)-namely, 
the Fourier transform off EL, , 1 < p < 2, vanishes at infinity on (1. 
It has already been pointed out ([9], Section 5) that his is not true in 
general for locally compact abelian groups. 
LEMMA 8. Let 1 < p < 2 and h = (m, s) E i2. Assume that 
I 03’ I < 00 9 1 < j < Y. Then there xists a constant A(n, p, h) such 
that 
II =fw)llm G 4% 23 wf II, Y (8-l) 
for all fE: S,(G). 
Proof. Recall that u. was defined in Theorem 5, 
Do = (1 - (2/q)“‘) n/(n - 1)2, l/p + l/q = 1. 
Normalize by assuming 11 f(Ip = 1. Choose pr ,..., p,, so that 0 < pr < 
p2 < -*- < pr < o. . As usual for S E W, let p(S) = (&-pi ,..., kp,), 
choosing +pi if 6j = 0, -pj if 6, = 1. 
Now let 6 > 0, v = 6n3p,.(l - ~a)/(1 - TV) (see (6.3)), 0 = 1 - qv - 6, 
and p = 6n2p,[l - (1 - ~~)‘]/(l - TV) - &l - ~,,)r (see (6.2)). It
follows from (6.1) that: 
I II p(m, P(S) + WI”, fi (1 + I ti I)” dt < A’ j=l 
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where 
(8.2) 
Let 5, 7 E x, II 5 II < 1, II rl II ,< 1. Define tics) = (F(m, s) 4, 7). 
Clearly $ is analytic nan open region containing -pi < Re(si) < pi , 
1 <j<r,and 
s I #(I+) + it)l” fi (1 + I tj I)” dt d A’. j=l 
We also define 
p(s) = c,A-l fi (1 + S$‘Q t/(s). 
j=l 
If we choose the constant ca appropriately (depending on n, p, and 
p,.), then v is an analytic function on an open region containing 
-pi < Re(sJ < pj , 1 < j < r, and 
s I &P(S) + it)l” dt < 1, s E 9l. 
The growth condition fLemma 6 is satisfied forq~ with any exponent 
> 6n + d/q. Therefore by Lemma 6 
s;p Iv(o + it)1 < fi CI[l uj- pj l-l’lr + I q + Pi PI, 
j=l 
I uj ) < pi , 1 < j < r. That is 
fJ 1 l + 3 1”’ IV(m, S) 6, v)l 
< A(n,p, pJ fi [I uj - pi 1--l’* + Iuj + Pi I?l. 
j=l 
Taking the supremum over all [, q of norm < 1, and dropping the 
restriction on f, we obtain: 
fil 1 +%lB’*lw( m, s>lL < A fi El uj - pi I-“’ + I T + pj I-1’ulllfl19 
j-1 
(8.3) 
and the constant A is given by (8.2). 
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Finally we note that (8.3) holds for every s in the open domain 
I *j I < Do 7 1 < j ,< r. Indeed for such an s we need only choose p
at the beginning so that max 1 ui / < pi < **a < P,. < ~7~. This 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 9. The Fourier transform, initially defined for f E L, r\ L, , 
1 < p < 2, has a unique bounded extension toall of L,(G). For each 
f E Lp , 1 < p < 2, F(m, s) is analytic n
Q, = {(m, s) E z’ x C’ : j Re(sJ < (1 - (2/4)‘/‘) n (n- l)“} 
and satisfies (8.3) when 1 < p < 2. 
Proof. Lemma 9 follows from Lemma 8 by the exact same proof 
used to derive ([9], Theorem 6) from ([9], Lemma 4). The only point 
we have to make is that he constants A(n, p, A) of (8.1) are uniformly 
bounded on compact subsets of Q, . 
We conclude with our version of the Riemann-Lebesgue l mma 
on G. 
THEOREM 7. Let 1 < p < 2 and f E L,(G). Suppose 9 = 9(h) 
is the Fourier transform off. Then the function A -+ 11 9(X)ljm vanishes 
at infinity on A = z’ x (zR)‘. 
Proof. p = 1. Consider the set G of equivalence lasses ofirre- 
ducible unitary representations of G = SL(n, C). e possesses a 
certain natural-although non-HausdorfI-topology called the hull- 
Kernel topology. For f E L,(G) and E > 0, the set {A E G : I] %@)I] > E} 
is quasi-compact in this topology ([I], p. 317). Since the support of 
the Plancherel measure, i.e. A, is closed in G ([I], Sections 18.3.1, 
18.3.2, 18.8.4), the set (A E A : 1) fl(X)ll > E) is also quasi-compact. 
But the hull-kernel topology restricted o A is actually HausdorfI and 
coincides with the ordinary topology ([2], Section 17). Therefore 
I/ $r(X)[lca vanishes atinfinity on A. 
The interesting part of the theorem is the case 1 < p < 2. From 
Lemma 8, we know jJ~(~)lL < A@, p, 4 II f lip ,h E $, , f E S,(G). 
Here A(n,p, A) is specified by formulas (8.2) and (8.3); and, by 
Lemma 9, the inequality holds for all f c L,(G). In the proof of 
Lemma 8, choose pr > 0 and 6 > 0 so small that 8 > 0 in (8.3) and 
p < 0 in (8.2). Upon setting Q = (al ,..., or) = 0 in (8.3), we obtain 
II .~(h>llm = IIcF(m, it)lld) =G A(n,p, 7,a) fJ (1 + I m, I)” (1 + 4”) -e”“llfll,. 
j=l 
(8.4) 
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5 5 ;; ;& from (8.4) that 11 F(X)[L vanishes atinfinity on 
r - i r. 
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